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"Prometheus" is new science based movie. It is directed by Ridley Scott and written by Jon Spaihts,
Damon Lindelof. Movie is produced by Ridley Scott, David Giler, Walter Hill. Watch online
Prometheus movie in Full HD/DVD/ipod/divX, All Qualities are Here

Movie Review (Synopsis):

Scott even recycles elements from his 1979 movie: a blue-collar crew on a spaceship (called
Prometheus), an aloof android (Michael Fassbender taking over the Ian Holm role to droll effect)
and not one but two strong female characters â€” Noomi Rapace (the original Girl With The Dragon
Tattoo) as the tough-guy heroine and Charlize Theron as the corporate boss who matronises the
mostly masculine astronauts.

The veteran British director's first venture into science fiction film-making in more than three
decades has delivered two more featurettes  in the past week alone, along with a fresh viral video of
Noomi Rapace's Elizabeth Shaw soliciting The Weyland Corporation for funding (what's up with the
warping faces on the left?) and a clip of the good ship itself  landing on the mysterious planet Zeta 2
Reticuli. A reminder: those of you who have already watched the torrent of clips and trailers for the
film will know this is the home of something nasty that has apparently been drawing alien graffiti on
terrestrial cave walls for millennia in order to mess with our puny human noggins.

Film-makers always seem to be at pains in promo material for science-fiction films to convince us
that their stories benefit from a degree of verisimilitude. Scott, for his part, wants us to know that
Planet Scary is a real place somewhere far off in a distant galaxy, and not just a fanciful heavenly
body dreamed up by screenwriters Jon Spaihts and Damon Lindelof. He's also keen to point out
that the Catholic church, Nasa and "various scientists" are convinced of the existence of extra-
terrestrial life, though he neglects to mention that other belief system which specifically references
humanity's alien origins: Scientology. "This story kind of walks around the truth of what there may be
out there," says Scott.

Less impressive is the filmâ€™s split personality. It starts out as a thoughtful take on Darwinian versus
Creationist theory and as an investigation of faith, but it turns into a fairly conventional monster
movie, with icky special effects catering for the grisliest of fanboy tastes.

Disappointingly, it leaves its deeper questions unanswered, which comes across as a cop-out.
Though solemn and portentous, Scott doesnâ€™t get any closer to the meaning of the universe than
Douglas Adams did in The Hitchhikerâ€™s Guide To The Galaxy.

Much of the movie takes place inside an enormous, hollow, alien structure, and that is all too
apposite a metaphor for the whole movie. Thereâ€™s little sense of human contact between the crew,
and we are not encouraged to feel much as they are exploded and eviscerated.

Following a stunning prologue that hints at the philosophical ambition to come, proceedings
commence properly on the Isle of Skye in 2089, when scientist-couple Elizabeth Shaw (Noomi
Rapace) and Charlie Holloway (Logan Marshall-Green) discover a 35,000-year-old painting on a
cave wall.
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Depicting men worshiping giant beings who in turn are pointing to the stars, the same image has
apparently been found in countless cultures throughout the centuries, and the deeply religious Shaw
immediately interprets it as an invitation to meet her makers.

The rest of the team is peopled by a rag-tag team of genre stereotypes that includes a grumpy
geologist who only wants to interact with plants and a trigger-happy security expert with a very big
gun. But whereas the characters in the original Alien felt like they actually lived on the Nostromo, the
Prometheus crew is given little time to convince the audience that they are anything other than
broad caricatures; the kind of one-dimensional cannon fodder that would more likely be found
wearing red shirts in a Star Trek movie than winning our sympathies in more serious fare.

But predictably thereâ€™s more to their mission than meets the eye, with Prometheus soon following the
pattern of its predecessor; the crew encountering alien artefacts, making a form of extra-terrestrial
contact, returning to their ship with a mysterious cargo, and all hell slowly but surely breaking loose.

Yet this isnâ€™t the out-and-out horror of the 1979 original, but rather something more cerebral. Granted
there are alien creatures, though none that can compete with H.R. Gigerâ€™s remarkable monster
designs from the original. The film also features a pair of truly terrifying sequences, one revolving
around a couple of the expendables on the surface, another a repulsive piece of body horror that
harks back to the franchiseâ€™s most famous scene.

Scott is on steadier ground when it comes to the visuals however, with Prometheus a sumptuous
feast for the eyes, no more so than when the science team is exploring the stunning alien vistas of
LV-223.

It certainly has more narrative ambition, and a hugely increased budget means that the scope is
bigger and the effects better. But this prequel â€“ and make no mistake, the events of Prometheus are
a precursor to Alien â€“ lacks the atmosphere and vitality of the 1979 film, with proceedings feeling
strangely flat and lifeless for long periods.
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characters are playing roles as:

Noomi Rapace is playing as Elizabeth Shaw

Michael Fassbender is playing  as David

Guy Pearce is playing  as Peter Weyland

Idris Elba is playing  as Janek

Logan Marshall-Green is playing  as Charlie Holloway

Charlize Theron is playing  as Meredith Vickers

Rafe Spall is playing  as Milburn

Sean Harris is playing  as Fifield



Patrick Wilson is playing  as Shaw's father
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